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ABSTRACT 

A new unified messaging system which 
integrates voice messages, fax and e-mail in a 
common mailbox has be en developed. The 
combination of speech and linguistic engineering 
advances allows a natural oral man-machine 
interaction with the userwhenaccessingthemessages 
by phone. Advanced features are supplied such as 
texts summarization, messages c1assification and 
notification through the phone of new messages 
received. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

N owadays, the use of e-mail, voicemail and 
fax has become indispensable in any working 
environment. In all cases, a dependency exists 
between each message type and its associated 
electronic device. The user must use a computerto 
access the e-mail, a phone to listen the voice mail 
and a fax machine to manage the faxes. 

We present Petra*, which solves this 
dependency, providing acommonmailbox and two 
access methods easily available, webmail and 
telephone. 

The whole work inc1uded three worklines: 
1. Integration of phone, internet and fax 

services. 
2. Development of an advanced dialogue 

system which brings the user afriendlieraccess than 
the provided by a system working only with the 
DTMFtones. 

*The project has beenfunded by the Spanish Government 
(CICyT TIC-2000-0335) and is related to the European 
project Majordome (E!-2340). 
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3. Intelligentinformationmanagementfortext 
c1assificationand summarization. 

The convergence of speech processing and 
natural languageprocessing technologies is a crucial 
factor in the development of such a system, which 
requires the concourseof a wide rangeofknowledge 
and experience inlinguistic engineering. 

The paperis organized as follows. Firstly we 
present the main aspects of the unified messaging 
platform developed. In section 3, the phone access 
system to the messages is discussed. Evaluation 
results are showedin section 4. We fmish with some 
conc1usions. 

2. THE UNIFIED MESSAGING SYSTEM 
PETRA 

The new system presented gives the usertwo 
alternatives to access his messages: a webmail and 
a telephone. Features such as mail filtering and 
c1assification, notifications of new mail received, a 
dialoguedriven by anaturalmanlanguageorthe text 
summarization, added to the usualfunctionality of a 
mail agent, convert Petra in an advanced unified 
messaging system. 

The architecture ofthe demonstrator platform 
installed at our lab is shown on figure 1. This demo 
system is accessible by registered users from the 
public telephone network and from Internet. The· 
external mail accounts from the users can be also 
accessedfromPetra and are treated as extrafolders. 

The filtering module inc1udes an automatic 
c1assifierthat, for demo purposes, has been trained 
with a Spammessages corpus to detectthis c1ass of 
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figure 1: System architecture 

mail. Alerts, when a new message complies the 
filter's rules, are received by the users via a short 
message in the cellphone or via a phone callo 

3. PHONE ACCESS SYSTEM 

The phone access systemis based on six main 
modules as seen in figure 2. A en board from Intel 
Dialogic is usedas cornmunicationinterface. Verbio 
01 erbio. 2004) libraries provide speechrecognition 
and text-to-speech functionality. A speaker 
verification parthas been developed and integrated 
for security authentication purposes and a new 
dialogue manager was built. Finally, extern data 
modules are needed, mainly mail servers and user 
database. 
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Figure 2: Phone access modules 
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3.1 Dialogue Manager 

This module offers theuseraneasy andefficient 
way to listen and send messages using a natural 
dialogue with the system. The design and 
implementation of the new dialogue manager is 
based on the one used in Attemps (Padrell and 
Hernando.,2002),apreviousprojectgivingreal
time meteorological information byphone. 

Recognition ofuserutterances is basedonABNF 
grarnmars. In each stage of the dialogue, the group 
of active grammars define the user's possible 
answers. Sorne grarnmars, which contain user 
specific data, as his folders or contact addresses, 
are dynarnically generated after the authentication 
process. Sorne cornmands are enabled all the time 
to offer help, add recognition error correction or to 
give access to the main menu. 

An experienced user is able to interrupt the 
system to answer a question before it is finished, 
completing tasks in aminortÍme (although barge-in 
can degrade recognition performance in noisy 
environments ) . 

The confidence level of an user utterance 
retumed by therecognizeris used to decide between 
two confirmation policies. For levels higherthan a 
threshold, lastansweris confirmedimplicitIy, asking 
also for next data. Iflower, or in critical situations, 
as in a message deletion, an explicit confirmation 
policy is used . 
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Oral response generationis based on sentence 
selection from pattems, which are combined and 
completed with particular session information to 
give the desired meaning to the sentence. In 
confirmingtheanswers, thesystemcreates sentences 
with the same form as the user when referring to 
dates ornumbers (forexample, "the 13th ofMay" 
or "next Thursday "), avoiding confusing the user as 
nr 

U: send the message next Thursday? 
S: Do you want to send the message on 

login 
~'------r--'-----'--' Ilncorrecl 

OK 

Incorrecl \ 
password! 

I 
j 

f--------.:I Password recognition I 
'-------r-----' 

Denied 

access 
? 

May 15th? Figure 3: Speaker authentication system diagram. 

For most common responses, the dialogue 
manager answers with one of multiple equivalent 
sentences, selectedrandomly each time is required, 
increasingthis waythe sensation of a natural dialogue. 

Besides the help provided when an user asks 
for it, the system follows an automatic helping 
strategy. In a first tum, the manager faces the user 
with a short and open sentence.1f the user answer 
is wrong, the system asks for a second time with a 
more explicit question, showing the possibilities 
and,infurthertums,givingtheexactwordstosayor 
thekey tones that usercan press instead ofhis voice. 

3.2 Userauthentication 

In order to ensure confidentiality of the 
information, the userneeds to signin using a speaker 
verification system. The system we present can be 
trained and configured by the userindependently. 

Upon dialing the system phone number and 
receiving the greeting, the useris prompted to say 
the user login and the password. If the speaker 
verification systemis activated, the user's identity is 
verified and entrance to the main menu granted or 
rejected. 

As we see in figure 3, the userneeds to provide 
a validlogin and password. Which are frrstassessed 
usingdigitsrecognitionand,ifthespeakerverification 
system is enabled, independent likelihood values 
are returned. 
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Such likelihoods are compared with the 
speakerthreshold values and the speakeris granted 
entrance only ifboth are positive. 

The speaker verification system is based on 
GaussianMixtureModels (GMM). Both login and 
password consist of 4 digits. Two different 
approaches can be used when training the GMM 
and decoding: a) In independent digits mode the 
models for digits (0-9) are independently trained. 
Decoding is done using the corresponding models 
only. b) In sentence mode both login and password 
are treated as a whole sentence, amodel for each is 
trained. 

The user can train and modify his personal 
verificationmodels tlrrougha voice menuaccessible 
from the main menu. Before using the speaker 
verification capability he willhave to selectthekind 
of verification to use and train the models. Once the 
systemis working he can change someofthe system 
variables by voice though the same menu. 

3.3. Message adaptation to speech synthesizer 

For multimodal e-mail messages received, 
only text and audio parts are selected to be 
reproduced. The system, will inform about the 
existence of other parts, as images or binary 
documents. 

Theappropriate speech synthesizeris activated 
detecting each paragraph language following an 
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stoehastie method. A eount of words in Spanish, 
Catalan andEnglish is done, seleeting the language 
thathasmorewords. The effieieneyofthemethod 
inereases with the number of words. 

In orderto synthesize eorreetly the text, sorne 
struetures as dates, eleetronie addresses, 
abbreviations and initials are rewritten. Any format 
of date is written in an extended version. Electronie 
addresses are spelled and for abbreviations and 

initials an equivalenee is searehedin a dietionary of 
exeeptions. 

3.4 E-mallsummarization 

Petra gives, uponrequest, amessage surnmary 
provided by Carpanta [referenee] module. The 

goal is to ereate surnmaries that are indieative of the 
number of topies diseussed, in eontrast with 

informative surnmaries, whieh tryto synthesizemost 
of the relevantinformation. Carpantadoes not build 
new texts, butseleets mostrepresentative sentenees 

in the texto Its modular arehitecture permits to 
differenee betweenlanguage-independentmodules, 

whieh are the core of the system, and language
dependentmodules, whichguarantees theportability 

to other languages differentfrom Spanish. 

4. EVALUATION 

To evaluate the phone aceess system, the 
participation of 30 people was requested. Three 

ealls were required for eaeh partieipant. The first 
one, eornmon for all people, offered a first contact 

with the application and its use. For second and 
third calls, different simulated scenarios were 

prepared, eaeh one with a goal to be aehieved 

during the callo 

Results were obtained from the analysis of72 

registeredealls. Wetookthefollowingmeasures: 1) 

Understandingrate, the system understood the user 
eornmandand aeted properly. 2) Wronguserentry, 

tries to identify dialogue turns where the users had 

sorne difficulties. 3) Recognition failure, the system 

was noteapable to understand the user, althoughhis 
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cornmand was right. It eould be due to a voeabu1ary 
lack or due to a noisy environrnent. 

Measures (%) w/o barge-in ' w barge-in ' 

! Understanding rate 
: Wrong user entry 
! Recognition failure 

76.6 
2.9 

20.4 

Table 1: - Evaluation results 

77.1 
1.7 

21.2 

To see the effeets ofbarge-in when it1s used, 

those turns were measured separately. Table 1 
shows theseresults. 

Barge-in did not show a c1ear degradation of 
the recognition rates. This is probably due to the 
users being more confident in their answers when 

they interrupt the system prompt. We arrived to 
such conc1usion by listening to the reeorded calls. 

Final1y, users were asked for fill on a website 
a survey measuringusersatisfaetion. Table 2 shows 
the results, where punetuation goes from 1 (worst) 

to 5 (best). 

Table 2: - User satisfaction results 

Statements Mark i 
1 understood what the system said 4,23 
The system understood me 3,33 
1 knew what 1 could say to the system 3,50 
The system helped me when 1 needed 4,23 
The system behaviors as 1 could expect 3,61 
The dialogue is natural 3,39 
The system voice results friendly 2,72 
The goal of call 2 was easy to achieve 3,72 
The goal of call 3 was easy to achieve 3,06 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have presented the newunifiedmessaging 

systemdeveloped usingrecentadvancesin linguistie 
engineering. E-mail, voice mail and fax messages 
can be aecessedfromaeornmonmailbox. Themain 

features of the system have been explainedand 

phone aeeess to the system has been diseussed in 
more detail. The modular design used for 

implementing the dialogue system will permit to 
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reuse the new tools developed in different domain 
applications, getting a minortirne ofimplementation. 

The phone access behav ior and usability has 
been evaluated, getti ng satisfactory results. U seful 
conclusions wereextracted from thecampaign wich 
will permit the improvement of those stages of 
dialogue where the users had difficulties. 

A computer with intemet connection and a 
telephone with hands-freecapabilities will be needed 
for make the presentation in the meeting. 
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